We present observational estimates of Ekman pumping in the Beau- 
Introduction
The high pressure system at the origin of the gyre is evident in the 10 m wind field 
115
Starting from the four datasets described above, we use the same approach used in 116 Meneghello et al. (2017) and compute the daily surface-ocean stress τ as a combination 117 of ice-ocean and air-ocean surface stresses, each estimated using a quadratic drag law with where the ice-ocean relative velocity u rel may be written in terms of the ice velocity u i , the 121 surface geostrophic velocity u g , and the Ekman velocity u e as u rel = u i − (u g + u e ) .
122
The water and air density are taken as ρ = 1027.5 kg m −3 and ρ a = 1.25 kg m −3 respectively. 
Ekman pumping estimates: integral measures

130
The Ekman pumping rate w Ek = ∇ × τ /(ρf ) is computed making use of the daily stress 131 fields obtained as described above, with a Coriolis parameter f = 1.46 × 10 −4 s −1 . We first 
138
To better understand the role of the winds, sea-ice and ocean geostrophic currents, we 139 additionally compute the contribution of the geostrophic current to the ice stress as
where τ i0 is the ice-ocean stress neglecting the geostrophic current, i.e., computed by setting 141 u g = 0 in (1). Accordingly, we define the Ekman pumping associated with each component
so that the total Ekman pumping can be written as w Ek = ∇×τ ρf = w a + w i = w a + w i0 + w ig .
144
As a measure of the atmospheric forcing, we additionally define
as the Ekman pumping that would be realized in a completely ice free BGR.
146
The area- and its three components w a (red bars), w i0 and w ig (green and blue bars respectively).
156
We additionally plot w A (red and white circles), w a + w i0 (red green marks), and the ice 157 concentration (gray circles), as well as the ratio
as a metric of the importance of the geostrophic current relative to the total Ekman pumping
159
(black line). air-ocean stress plays a minor role and stresses are predominantly mediated by ice cover.
171
The importance of the geostrophic current on the total Ekman pumping, as measured by 
Ekman pumping estimates: spatial patterns
To better understand the spatial distribution of upwelling and downwelling in the Beaufort
186
Gyre Region we plot monthly and yearly climatological maps of Ekman pumping (Figures 4   187 and 5, respectively).
188
We additionally repeat the decomposition of the total Ekman pumping (cf. lines and labels in Figure 1a ).
193
During the first four months of the year (JFMA), a broad region of upwelling is visible in 
216
A detailed analysis of the BGC and BGS regions is provided in Figure 6 and Figure 7 there is negligible decay of northeasterly winds towards the coast.
228
It is instructive to compare the relative importance of the total vertical Ekman flux (in 229 this case, upwelling plus downwelling) in each of the different regions, BGR, BGS and BGC. 
Conclusions and discussion
237
Observational estimates of Ekman pumping in the BGR show a weak ten-year average remains to be tested.
251
In the larger BGR, the seasonal alternation of wind-driven downwelling and geostrophic 252 current driven upwelling suggests a new possible mechanism in the regulation of Beaufort
253
Gyre intensity.
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The red and white circles give the wind driven Ekman pumping in a completely ice total Ekman pumping w a + wi0 in the absence of the ocean geostrophic contribution.
365
The red and white circles give the wind-driven Ekman pumping in a (hypothetical) total Ekman pumping w a + wi0 in the absence of the ocean geostrophic contribution.
376
The red and white circles give the wind-driven Ekman pumping in a (hypothetical) 377 completely ice-free BGR. The pumping scale is on the left. The thin black line is a 378 measure of the importance of geostrophic currents given by equation (5) (green bars, the pumping in the ice covered ocean in the absence of geostrophic current) and w ig (blue bars, modification of the under-ice pumping due to the geostrophic ocean current). The red and green diamonds give the total Ekman pumping w a + wi0 in the absence of the ocean geostrophic contribution.
The red and white circles give the wind-driven Ekman pumping in a (hypothetical) completely ice-free BGR. The pumping scale is on the left. The thin black line is a measure of the importance of geostrophic currents given by equation (5) (green bars, the pumping in the ice covered ocean in the absence of geostrophic current) and w ig (blue bars, modification of the under-ice pumping due to the geostrophic ocean current). The red and green diamonds give the total Ekman pumping w a + wi0 in the absence of the ocean geostrophic contribution.
The red and white circles give the wind-driven Ekman pumping in a (hypothetical) completely ice-free BGR. The pumping scale is on the left. The thin black line is a measure of the importance of geostrophic currents given by equation (5) (scale on the right hand side). The gray circles in (a) indicate the ice concentration α (scale on the right).
